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Pavement Management Guide
for
City of Eudora
Introduction:
This guide describes and explains the street inventory and software developed for a simple
pavement management system for the City of Eudora. Section 1 describes the street system and
the findings of the street inventory. Section 2 describes the software, and explains how to use
the software and keep the data current.
The initial inventory and rating of all public streets occurred in August and September of 2010.
At that time all public streets within the city were physically measured and the pavement and
curb conditions were rated. The inventory and rating data were entered in an Excel spreadsheet.
This guide and the spreadsheet can be used as a simple pavement management system. To
properly manage and set priorities it is helpful to understand the history on how the street
network developed and the various pavement types found in the city. Included in this guide is
historical data that was compiled during the research portion of preparing the inventory. The
2010 has been revised and updated in 2020. The most recent pavement ratings were conducted
in February and March of 2020.

Section 1 The Street System
Inventory Methodology:
Measurements: The width and length of each block was physically measured. The width is
measured to the edge of pavement on streets without curbs, and on streets with curbs the width is
to the lip of the gutter. The length of the block is to the center of the intersection, on cul de sacs
the length is to the lip of the gutter at the far end of the cul de sac.

Pavement Rating: Pavement condition of each block was based on Paser system developed
by the University of Wisconsin at Madison. The Paser Rating system is a numerical score of 110 with 10 being excellent. The rating system is described in Section 4 of this guide.

Curb Condition: Curb condition rating is Good, Fair, Poor, and Bad. Good has few defects
except at isolated locations. Fair is older curb with up to 20% needing replacement. Poor is
older curb nearing its useful life and has more than 20% which needs to be replaced, so is not a
candidate for spot repairs. Bad is curb that is broken and out of alignment and many years past
its useful life. The curb rating is described in Section 3 of this guide.
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Pavement Type: Pavement type was tabulated for each street. The pavement type refers to
the structure of the street and not necessarily the surface type. A thin hot mix overlay on a chip
seal street will not change the maintenance needed and will be classified a chip seal street. Hot
mix streets may have a chip seal surface but were still classified hot mix. Street plans were
available on most streets constructed after 1991 and pavement type was based on the plans. On
older streets pavement type was based on visual observation as coring and subsurface
investigation were not part of this study.

Sidewalk: Sidewalk is included in the inventory if present along the street. The side of the
street and general condition is included in the inventory. The width of the sidewalk was not
measured. Sidewalk was visually rated as Good, Fair or Poor.

Functional Classification:
Functional Class consists of three types. Arterial Streets are the primary streets into and out of
the city and are characterized by high traffic volumes and truck traffic. Collector Streets
primarily move traffic from local streets to arterials and are characterized by medium traffic
volumes and some trucks. Local streets provide access to individual properties and connect to
collector streets.
Functional Class
Arterial

Description
Main north of 10th Street,
Church South of 10th Street,
10th Street.
Note: Two main traffic lanes of the arterials were maintained by Douglas
County until 2013 when the city reached a population of 5,000.
Collector
Winchester Street south of 10th,
20th Street between Winchester and Church,
12th Street between Winchester and Church,
14th Street between Church and Hickory, Hickory between 14th & Peach,
Peach between Hickory and 10th.
28th Street west of Church
Fir Street north of 28th
Local
All other streets
Table 1 Functional Classification
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Pavement Types:
The pavement types shown and described in Table 2 have been found in the city.
Pavement Type
Hot mix asphalt
(HM)

Hot mix asphalt
with rock base
(HM & R)

Chip seal
(Chip)

Description
Full depth hot mix asphalt 6” or more thick. Hot mix streets
can have a chip seal surface. These streets have all been
constructed since 1990 and almost all blocks have curb. The
mileage of hot mix has increased from 14.3 miles in 2010 due
to arterial streets formerly maintained by the county and new
subdivision streets in the southwest part of the city.
Hot mix overlay over a rock base. This pavement type
includes a chip seal street that has an asphalt overlay. Between
1950 and 1970 5.0 miles of gravel streets were improved by
benefit district with layback curb with an estimated 3” hot mix
over 4” rock base. Since 2010 3.9 miles of gravel or chips seal
streets have been overlaid and are now included in this
pavement type.
Chip seal on rock base, thickness varies. These streets will
have older curb or open ditches. Also, included in this
category was hot mix asphalt with less than 6” thickness with
no rock base. (9.8 miles in 2010)
Full depth concrete (no change since 2010)

Concrete
(Conc)
Gravel
Crushed limestone (1.6 miles in 2010)
Table 2 Pavement Type

Miles
18.6

8.9

7.0

0.16
0.8

Source of Historical Data for street construction date:
The city had street plans or plats for all subdivisions constructed since 1991. Prior to 1991 no
street plans were available and approximate construction dates were determined from historical
aerial photos that were available for each decade back to 1934. The difficulty with the aerial
photos was that while it was usually apparent when the street was opened, it was not obvious
when the street was chip sealed. For streets constructed in the 1970’s and 1980s it was assumed
the street was chip sealed when constructed. For older streets with open ditch drainage it was
assumed the street was chip sealed in 1955. The vertical curbs on Church, 7th, 8th, and 9th, were
likely constructed in the 1920’s, although it is probable they were not chip sealed until much
later. There was some older layback curb on Pine, Elm, Locust and Maple that was estimated to
have been constructed about 1945 and later chip sealed. The layback curb generally west of Ash
Street and north of 14th Street was constructed between 1950 and 1970, and was assigned a
construction date of 1960; these streets have hot mix pavement over a rock base.
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Source of historical data for last rehabilitation:
In 2010 the street superintendent provided a city map of streets chip sealed in 2009 and 2010.
The superintendent reported that no streets were chip sealed in 2006, 2007, and 2008. The chip
seal map was not found for work performed prior to 2006. In 2010 no hot mix streets built since
1992 had been overlaid. Since 2010 annual rehabilitation work has been tracked in the
spreadsheet.

History of street construction standards:
Street plans and physical inspection have provided enough information to compile a history of
the type of streets constructed during certain time periods.
Years
Street Type
Description
Prior to 1950
Concrete
Concrete on major streets-Main and 10th and 2 other
blocks.
Tar
Some streets may have been tarred most likely Church and
others with vertical curbs, now chip sealed.
Gravel
Most city streets were gravel
1950 to 1970
Chip Seal
Many gravel streets were chip sealed without adequate base
or drainage.
Hot Mix &
Many streets were constructed or improved from gravel
Rock Base
most likely by benefit district. Pavement is rock base with
hot mix surface and layback curb.
1970 to 1990
Chip Seal
New subdivision streets were rock base with chip seal
surface, and open ditch and marginal drainage.
1990
Hot Mix-thin A few streets were constructed with curb and about 4” of
C&G
hot mix.
1991-1995
Hot Mix - 6” From surface condition these pavements look like 6”, but no
C&G
plans were available from this area.
1996 to 2005
Hot Mix – 8” Street plans available to verify 8” pavement
C&G
2006 to present Hot Mix – 8” Standards equivalent to most larger cities in area except for
9” fly ash
concrete specifications..
C& G
Table 3 Street Construction History

Recommendations for changes to street standards: Premature joint deterioration was
noted on the early 1990’s curb. This is a widespread problem in the Kansas City area, so
Lawrence and all the larger Johnson County cities are now requiring a granite mix in new curbs
and valley gutters. This will increase the cost a couple of dollars per foot but should double the
life of the concrete. Some soft spots and sunken areas were noted in fairly new construction.
The city should consider full time inspection of grading and pipe backfill as well as a proof roll
prior to paving. Settlement was noted at numerous pipe crossings. AB-3 backfill becomes
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unstable when wet and flowable fill should be specified for street crossings. Most cities are no
longer allowing corrugated metal pipe due to durability issues, it is unclear if the city has
prohibited corrugated metal pipe.
Street requirements are hard to find. It is recommended that the city adopt a comprehensive
ordinance to update the standards for new subdivision streets. Recommendations for updates:
 Storm Water Drainage Standards: KC Metro APWA
 Storm sewer pipe: Concrete, with option for HDPE pipe in certain circumstances
 Concrete: KCCMB concrete for curb & gutter, valley gutters, and sidewalks.
 Street Crossings: Require flowable fill
 Construction Inspection: Require developer to pay inspection costs.

Current Maintenance Strategies:
Chip Seal and Hot Mix & Rock Base Streets: Prior to 2010 the maintenance plan was to
chip seal all streets in these two categories on a 3 year schedule. Performance curves developed
in the 2010 street study indicated a 5 year schedule would be optimal. The current maintenance
plan incorporated the 2010 recommendations. The area of the city with chip seal streets is
divided into 5 sections. Typically one section is chip sealed each year. The chip sealing has
been done with city crews and equipment. A typical year the city expends $50,000 in asphalt
and chips. The city is currently using MC-3000 at 0.3 gal./s.y. and 3/8” hadite (expanded shale)
chips.

Hot Mix Streets: Hot mix streets have been the standard new street since 1991. In 2010 the
hot mix streets were relatively new and no maintenance program had yet been established. The
only maintenance performed on hot mix streets had been crack sealing. In 2010 some of the
older streets were needing maintenance and it was obvious that a maintenance program had to be
initiated. Performance curve comparing street age to condition indicated an overlay at 17 year
interval would be optimal. Generally since 2010 the city program has been to overlay hot mix
streets at a 17 year interval.

Rehabilitation Options:
There are a wide range of rehabilitation options used on asphalt streets in Kansas. The typical
options for asphalt streets are shown in Table 4 and are included in the spreadsheet.
Type
Abbreviation Description
Rehabilitation
Chip Seal
CS
Chip seal usually including some hand patching
Overlay 2"
OL
Hot mix overlay - 2" thick with milling at curb if any
Overlay 3"
OL3
Hot mix overlay - 3" thick
Microsurfacing MS
Premixed slurry about 3/8" thick
Maintenance
Sealing
S
Sealing such as dilute treatment and rejuvinating agent-for
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record only-not included in yearly work totals.
Patching
P
Heavy patching-for record only-not included in yearly
work totals
Crack Filling
CF
Crack filling-for record only-not included in yearly work
totals
Table 4 Rehabilitation and maintenance strategies.
There are four basic options for street rehabilitation: 1) Chip seal, 2) Microsurfacing, 3) 2” Hot
mix overlay with mill and overlay if curbs are present. 4) 3” hot mix overlay. Sealing, patching
and crack filling are not considered rehabilitation as they do not change the pavement rating.
Chip Seal: Chip seal is an application of liquid asphalt that is then covered with rock chips,
expanded shale chips, or sand. Chip seal is not an appropriate method when the pavement
is structurally deficient or cracks are generally wider than 0.25 inches. It is also not
recommended where medium to high-severity alligator cracking, extensive potholes, and/or
excessive rutting is present. On a Hot Mix street a chip seal will fill the small cracks and retard
weathering but is ineffective on working cracks such as transverse cracks. Chip seal can be
applied to hot mix streets to delay the need for an overlay. On a Chipseal street a chip seal has
an estimated life of 4 or 6 years. The longer a chip seal is delayed the more patching is required,
so it is not usually cost effective to extend the chip seal past 6 years.
Microsurfacing: Microsurfacing, sometimes called slurry seal, is an asphalt and aggregate mix
about 3/8” thick. Microsurfacing is not really appropriate for chipseal streets, but should have a
6 to 8 year live on a hot mix street. Microsurfacing doesn’t correct irregularities except for
minor rutting, and doesn’t add strength. Microsurfacing should only be considered on hot mix
streets that have adequate structure, and where curb & gutter make an overlay problematic. At
this time there is not much need to consider microsurfacing as an option, but it could be
considered as street conditions change.
Hot Mix Overlay: Hot mix overlay strengthens the street as well as smooth’s the surface, and
basically makes the street look like a new street. The life of a hot mix overlay depends on the
thickness of the pavement structure and the amount of truck traffic. Most of the city streets do
not have enough crown. The minimum crown for new pavement is 2%, however at the
minimum crown any irregularities that develop over the years will tend to hold water. For urban
local streets a 3 to 4% crown is desirable. To increase crown on streets with curb consider
milling 1.5” at the curb and taper the milling to 0 at about 5 feeet, this will increase the crown
about 2” and allow for future irregularities.
Sealing: Sealing as a broad category includes fog seal, gilsonite, mastics with grit and
rejuvinators, usually without aggregate cover. Seals can seal small cracks and surface voids,
retard raveling/popouts of chip seals or marginal aggregates used in hot mix asphalt, reduce
snow plow damage, and darken new chip seals. In general, a seal is ineffective when any
structural distresses are present
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Type of seal is based on the project goal (sealing, rejuvenating, or aesthetics) and surface type
(dense graded, open graded, or chip seal). Low application rates of sealers and rejuvenators will
not seal larger cracks typical in a chip seal street. Sealers and rejuvenators have more
application on hot mix surfaces.
Rejuvenators counteract weathering by keeping the surface asphalt from aging and hardening.
Chip seal streets typically fail from loads, not weathering, so rejuvenators are not effective. Thin
pavements also typically fail due to loads and need an overlay before weathering is an issue.
Rejuvenators best application is hot mix parking lots and low traffic thick hot-mix streets that
will suffer from weathering rather than load related failures.
Crack Filling: Crack filling is the placement of materials into the cracks in pavement in order to
prevent the intrusion of water and foreign material. Cracks will be either non-working or
working. Non-working cracks are basically static and little movement occurs between crack
edges. Most longitudinal cracks are considered to be nonworking. Working cracks move with
changes in temperature or loading. Transverse cracks are usually working cracks and deteriorate
faster than non-working cracks. Working cracks must be filled more often than non-working
cracks.

Recommended Street Maintenance Schedule:
Performance curves are shown in the “Rating by Year” worksheet in the PMS spreadsheet.
Based on observation during the street inventory and past performance the following
maintenance schedule is recommended.

Chip Seal Streets:
Prior to 2011 the maintenance program was to chip seal on a 3 year interval. Post 2011 the chip
seal interval was raised to 5 years. New data suggests the chip sealing interval could be raised to
6 years. Some streets are a little softer and may need extra attention with sealing of cracked
areas. This crack sealing could what has been called a “Slop & Mop,” which is spraying the area
with liquid asphalt, brushing the asphalt into the cracks, and then blotting with sand. Nearly all
the chip seal streets do not have adequate base, and are developing sunken areas and rutting. The
only practical long term solution is a 3” overlay. The base is likely too weak for a 2” overlay.

Hot Mix & Rock Base Streets:
Prior to 2011 the maintenance program was to chip seal on a 3 year interval. At that time the
pavement structure was not recognized as different from a chip seal. Post 2011 the chip seal
interval was raised to 5 years. New data suggests the chip sealing interval could be raised to 6
years. The streets could be crack sealed at 3 years to fill any large cracks not filled by a chip
seal. Slop and Mop any areas where crack sealing would be too dense. These streets are
approximately 50 years old, and over the years have developed rough areas from settlement and
just wear and tear. The crown is usually inadequate. These streets really need an overlay at
some time to smooth them up and restore the crown. Milling about 1.5” at the curb and taper to
0 at about 5 foot, then constructing a 2” overlay should correct the irregularities and add about 2”
of crown.
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Hot Mix Streets (Local & Collector):
Data available in 2010 indicated that pavement rating dropped off rapidly at 17 years. This
indicated that a mill and overlay should be performed at the 17 year mark. At that time the older
hot mix streets had a 6” thick pavement. Since 2010 all the older & thinner pavements have
been overlaid. New data suggests that the overlay interval can be raised to 19 years. Most
streets need additional crown and would benefit from additional pavement thickness so milling
only near the curb should continue as standard practice. The major defect is sunken transverse
cracks. Deterioration of transverse cracks can be delayed with a regular crack sealing program.
The city should implement a crack sealing program to seal transverse cracks at no more than 3
year intervals.

Hot Mix Streets (Arterials):
Arterial streets are the major streets in the city and include the following:
 Main north of 10th Street,
 Church South of 10th Street,
 10th Street.
The two traffic lanes of the arterials were maintained by Douglas County until 2013 when the
city reached a population of 5,000. These streets were in good condition in 2013 and the city has
not established a regular maintenance schedule for the arterials. Performance curves indicate
that an overlay should be scheduled on a 10 year interval, that is when the pavement condition is
expected to deteriorate to a 6 rating.. With the exception of a little work on Church Street there
has been no major expenses on the arterials. The street budget has not been raised to account for
the additional rehabilitation costs. The major defect is sunken transverse cracks. Deterioration
of transverse cracks can be delayed with a regular crack sealing program. The city should
implement a crack sealing program to seal transverse cracks at no more than 3 year intervals.
Summary of Maintenance Recommendations
Pavement Type
Recommendations
Hot Mix (Local & Collectors) Overlay at 19 years, crack seal on 3 year interval.
Requires 4,000 ft. of overlay per year.
Hot Mix (Arterials)
Overlay at 10 years, crack seal on 3 year interval.
Requires 2,300 ft. of overlay per year.
Hot Mix with Rock Base
Chip Seal at 6 years until 2” overlay with milling at curbs can
be scheduled, then crack seal on 3 year interval and only chip
seal when needed. Requires 7,800 ft. of chip seal per year.
Note: Chip Seal streets that have been overlaid are on a 10
year interval.
Chip Seal
Chip Seal at 6 years until 3” overlay can be scheduled, then
crack seal on 3 year interval and only chip seal when needed.
Requires 6,200 ft. of chip seal per year.
Table 5 Maintenance Recommendations
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Priorities:
Priority on street work is to properly maintain streets that are in good condition and work on
poor streets as funds are available. The chip seal streets are fragile so the highest priority is the
regular chip seal program. Second priority is hot mix roads as they represent a high dollar
investment and are expensive to repair if not properly maintained. After these two priorities all
available funds should be used for 3” overlay on Chip Seal streets without curb and gutter and
mill and overlay Hot Mix with Rock Base streets. These streets were constructed prior to 1990
and do not have adequate pavement structure. Additionally, the streets have irregularities such
as dips and rutting that are not corrected by a chip seal.

Street Budget:
Since 2010 the street system has increased from 14.3 miles to 18.6 miles. This increase is from
0.3 miles of new subdivision streets, and 4 miles of arterial street that were transferred from the
county to the city in 2013 when the city reached 5,000 in population. The street budget has not
been raised to allow for the major maintenance of the arterial streets that were turned back to the
city in 2013. This represents a deferred maintenance of 2,300 ft. of overlay per year with an
approximate cost of $65,000 per year. The city should also consider a program to overlay chip
seal streets and hot mix with rock base to correct roughness and reduce long term maintenance.

Problem Streets:
The following street issues were found during the pavement ratings:
 20th Street west of Church St. in front of businesses (1900 ft.): This section of 20th Street was
just a gravel street that was chip sealed and later had a thin overlay. The street does not have
adequate structural adequacy and has severe load related defects.
 Main Street from 10th Street to the railroad (2500 ft.): Main Street was rehabilitated in 2009
as a joint project with the county. There is a lot of cracking and some obvious weak areas
that are about to fail. A mill and overlay with some full depth patching will be needed in the
next few years.
 Church Street from 12th Street to K-10 Highway (3100 ft.): Church Street was last overlaid
in 2008 and is showing considerable distress. An overlay will be needed in the next couple
of years.
 Spruce Street south of 12th Street (1100 ft.): This street has deteriorated to a point where it
needs a structural overlay or reconstruction.
 Elm Street from 16th Street to Lakeview Lane (800 ft.): Street is in poor condition and needs
an overlay soon.
 Elm Street south of Lakeview Lane and 18th Street (1200 ft.): This dead end street serves
just a few houses. To fix this street is needs to be reconstructed.
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Section 2 Pavement Management Software
General:
The pavement management software is simply an Excel spreadsheet. Although pavement
management is predominantly a database application, most computer users are familiar with
Excel, and can easily see how the program works. To get started open the spreadsheet and click
on each worksheet to become familiar with the data in each worksheet. It may seem complicated
at first, but basically as the street inventory is updated the pivot tables, totals and charts are
automatically updated when the data is refreshed. The software was developed for the sole use
of the City of Eudora and may be modified as needed.

Worksheet Descriptions:
Definitions: This worksheet lists the definitions and abbreviations used in the spreadsheet.
These definitions include pavement type, rehabilitation strategies, and functional class.

Inventory: This worksheet contains all the physical inventory data for each block of street in
the city. Each horizontal row is a specific block of street, and each column is a particular type of
data. Any change to a block of street will be made on this worksheet. The most common
changes will be a change in the pavement rating or noting the type of work that was performed
on the street. This worksheet will need to be updated on a regular basis.

Budget & Costs: This worksheet is for the purpose of keeping historical records that are
important to understand the street maintenance program and how it has changed over the years.
This worksheet requires data to be entered manually. The data to be entered is the street budget,
unit costs of material, work costs, overall street conditions, and summary of work accomplished.

Summations: The Summations worksheet has totals of various items obtained from the street
inventory worksheet. No data should be entered in this worksheet as it could override the update
calculations.

Pivot Tables: The various pivot tables on this sheet extract data from the street inventory and
are the source data for some of the charts. Data should not be entered on this worksheet, as the
information is pulled from the street inventory. Should a report be needed that requires a new or
revised pivot table, anyone that is competent in Excel should be able to make the modifications.

Checklist: This worksheet is a checklist of items that need to be completed each year to keep
the inventory and related data current. Name should be entered when that item is completed.
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Charts: Various charts are graphic reports on the condition and composition of the street
system. The data is obtained from the street inventory through the summation and pivot table
worksheets. These charts are standard Excel charts and can be cut and pasted into other software
programs. The charts are not protected and can be easily modified by persons familiar with
Excel.

Inventory Worksheet Description:
Section Number: This is a unique number for each block of street, to allow for conversion
into a database program. Streets in a subdivision usually have consecutive section numbers. So
if it is desired to have all the streets in a subdivision grouped together the sort should be by
section number.

Street Name: The street name was obtained from the street sign, and at times that name
conflicted with the city map. Usually the street name is the name on the street sign, not the city
map. Sometimes numbered streets were spelled out and sometimes the number was used. For
the spreadsheet the number was consistently used.

Block No. The block number was assigned so streets can be sorted into geographic order. For
north-south streets the block number increases to the south. For east-west streets north of 10th
Street the block numbers increase with the distance from Main Street, and will have a W if west
of Main and an E if east of Main. South of 10th Street the blocks are numbered based on the
distance east and west of Church Street. If you want the Streets to be sorted by name and put in
geographic order then sort by the Street Name and then by the Block No.

From and To: These are the descriptors for the terminal points of the block of street.
Normally these are intersecting streets, but can be other items like a pavement change. The
abbreviations are listed in the Definitions worksheet.

Length: Lengths are shown in feet, and is a measurement to the center of the intersection or the
far side of a cul de sac.

Width: Widths are shown in feet, and is the measurement of the surfacing width; on a curbed
street it is the width of the asphalt pavement.

Area: Area in square feet is shown and is automatically calculated for each section based on the
width and length in the columns to the left.

Func. Class: This is the functional class of the street, either Arterial, Collector or Local as
described in Table 1 in this guide.
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Group: The Group column is used to aggregate streets into annual work units. Chip Seal
streets are labeled with numbers and have 5 groups from 1 to 5, Hot Mix streets are labeled with
letters A through M. The groupings were developed by city staff in 2018 and can be modified as
needed. With 5 chip seal groups and a recommended 6 year chip seal interval on occasion chip
sealing can be skipped once in 6 years. See map below for chip seal groups.

Figure 1 Chip Seal Groups

Maint Int: Maintenance interval in years. This column lists the suggested maintenance interval
between rehabilitation work such as chip seal or overlay. The maintenance interval should
match the recommendations in Table 5 in this guide.

Rating: Numerical pavement rating using the PASER system for asphalt streets.
Pavt Type: This is the pavement type as described in Table 2 in this guide.
Structure Thickness: Structure thickness in inches is indicated for Hot Mix/Concrete, Cold
Mix, Base, & Subgrade Modification if known. Pavement structure typically consists of the
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pavement, base and subgrade treatment. The pavement structure in the spreadsheet is shown in
Table 7.
Pavement
Structural
Elements
Pavement
Cold Mix
Base

Abbreviation.

Description

HM or Conc.
CM
Base

Subgrade

Sub.Gr.

Hot mix asphalt or concrete
Build up of cold mix asphalt and seals.
Aggregate base, or a treated base such as cement
treated base mixed with aggregate and some native
soil.
Treated subgrade such as flyash, lime or aggregate
mixed with native soil.

Table 7. Pavement Structural Elements
Pavement thickness for Hot Mix subdivision streets were determined from the street standards in
place when the street was constructed. Hot Mix + Rock Base streets with curb and gutter
constructed between 1950 and 1970 were assumed to have 3” hot mix and 4” base as stated by
the street superintendent in 2010. Base thickness of Chipseal streets in new subdivisions
constructed from 1970 to 1990 was assumed to have 6” base per the street standards. For those
streets without structure thickness the information can be entered at any time when better
information is available. For instance, field crews involved in full depth pavement repairs or
utility cuts may observe the pavement structure and that information can be entered for that
block of street.

Struct Adequacy: Structural adequacy is classified as Good, Fair, or Poor. Structural
adequacy is based on the pavement type with adjustments for past performance. Premature pot
holes, alligator cracks and rutting are the key indicators that structural adequacy is less than
expected for that pavement type. Generally Chipseal streets were classified as poor, Hot Mix
with Rock Base were classified as Fair, and Hot Mix and Concrete were classified as Good.
Particular streets that have performed below average were classified with a poorer structural
adequacy.

Curb: Curbs were rated as Good, Fair, Poor, Bad & None. Condition rating of curb as
described later in this guide.

Sidewalk: Sidewalk data consists of five columns. The left four columns is the condition of
the sidewalk with a column for each of the four directions. The condition of the sidewalk was
just a general rating as observed from the street with ratings of Good, Fair, and Poor. The fifth
column is for the presence of sidewalk. No sidewalk is indicated with a 0, 1 indicates sidewalk
one side, 2 indicates sidewalk on both sides.
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Blank: This column has been left blank for city use for item not included in the standard
spreadsheet.

Const. Year: This column indicates the estimated year the street was paved. Historical data
and street standards were discussed earlier in the guide.

Last Rehab Yr: This column is the year in which the street received a rehabilitation treatment
of chip seal or better. City records were only available from 2006. No rehabilitation was
performed in 2006, 2007, and 2008.

Rehab record by Year: These columns record the type of rehabilitation performed on the
street section in a particular year. Data in these columns allow the street work to be totaled on an
annual basis. The abbreviations for the rehabilitation types are defined in the “Definitions”
worksheet as well as Table 4 in this guide. It is important to enter the exact abbreviation in order
for the work to be properly tallied.

Notes: This column is for keeping notes on a particular street.
Maintaining the Program:
General: The street data and costs records need to be kept current for the pavement
management system to be useful. The major items that need to be updated annually are as
follows:
 Street inventory changes
 Rehabilitation for the year
 Pavement condition rating
 Costs
 Budget records
 Archiving
A checklist is provided on the “Checklist” worksheet to document who completed the updates,
and to serve as a reminder of the items to be updated.

Street Inventory Changes: The street inventory should be updated when new streets are
added or the physical measurements or pavement type change on an existing street.
• A new street is added as a new row in the inventory. Since section numbers are intended
to group streets by subdivision note the section numbers of adjoining streets and try to
use sequential numbers. The block numbers are used to sort streets in geographic order
so the block number needs to be the next number in sequence for that street name. Only
use the listed abbreviations.
• Change pavement type. This would most often be changing a chip seal street to hot mix
with rock base when the street is overlaid, or when a gravel street is chip sealed.
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•
•

On completely reconstructed streets update the construction date and physical data such
as pavement type and width.
Structural adequacy is normally changed when a street receives structural improvements.

Rehabilitation for the year: Actual rehabilitation performed in a year needs to be entered in
the column for that year. Use the correct abbreviation for chip seal, microsurfacing and overlay.
When data has been entered and the tables refreshed the work record will be totaled and
displayed in a table in the “Summations” worksheet and the “Chart Work by Year”.

Pavement Condition Rating: The pavement condition rating needs to be current, but
pavement conditions change rather slowly. An annual pavement rating of all the streets would
be ideal, but a 2 year rating cycle is adequate. A workable method to insure that all the ratings
are updated is to printout the spreadsheet then write the new rating next to the old rating. Update
the spreadsheet on the computer after all the streets have been rated.

Costs: Cost of major materials need to be recorded to show historical trends. The costs are
manually entered in the appropriate location in the “Budget & Costs” worksheet. Suggested
materials include liquid asphalt, chips, hot mix, gas, and salt. Costs of chip seal, microsurfacing
and overlays can be entered if known. Cost drivers such as street mileage, city population, and
new homes constructed should also be documented.

Budget: The street budget needs to be recorded to show historical trends. Each year the budget
numbers should be entered in the appropriate fields. The rows are self explanatory and basically
match the funds in the city budget.

Archive: At the end of the calendar year check that all the data has been updated as
recommended on the “Annual Checklist” worksheet. Save the current workbook then create a
new workbook by using the “save as” command and rename it with the next year. If the
workbook was PMS-2020 name the new workbook PMS-2021. If the city does not have an
automatic backup, then it will be necessary to save the old workbook to a DVD. This is
irreplaceable data and the DVD should be stored in accordance with city policy for financial
records.
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Development of Annual Work Program:
Update Inventory Data: The data on the inventory worksheet needs to be current in order to
properly select candidate projects. The items that typically need to be updated are the
rehabilitation for the year and the pavement condition rating. As a minimum check to see that
the rehabilitation for the last year is accurate, and that the condition rating for those streets have
been updated. Usually a condition rating of 8 is appropriate after a chip seal and 10 after an
overlay.

Filter for Candidate Streets: The city has been using the groupings developed for chip
sealing and overlays. If groupings are used it is a simple matter to print out the work plan by
doing a filter on the groups planned for the current year. The method described below assumes
grouping of chip seals and filtering all other streets that are overdue for maintenance based on
years since last rehabilitation.
Highlight the title row and turn on the Autofilter accessed from the Data submenu. It will first
be necessary to determine overlays and chip seal needs based on years since last rehabilitated.
Then check for streets that need special attention due to condition. It will be necessary to filter
for each pavement type to view streets that are due for rehabilitation. Different pavement types
have different rehabilitation schedules and treatment options.
 Hot Mix (Arterial) Candidates for Overlay: Candidate hot mix arterial streets will be
those that have not been rehabilitated in 10 years. Filter Pavt Type column for HM, filter
Func Class for Art. and filter Last Rehab Yr for less than or equal to the current year
minus 10 (2021-10=2011). Now displayed are the hot mix streets that are overdue for an
overlay. Initially plan on an overlay so in the Rehab Record by Year column for the
current year enter OL.
 Hot Mix (Local and Collector) Candidates for Overlay: Candidate hot mix local and
collector streets will be those that have not been rehabilitated in 19 years. Filter Pavt
Type column for HM, and filter Last Rehab Yr for less than or equal to the current year
minus 19 (2021-19=2002). Now displayed are the hot mix local and collector streets that
are overdue for an overlay. Initially plan on an overlay so in the Rehab Record by Year
column for the current year enter OL.
 Hot Mix & Rock and Chip Seal Candidates for Chip Seal: Candidate HM&R and
Chip streets are those that have not been rehabilitated in 6 years. The city has been
divided into 5 areas called CS Sections. Determine which CS Section is due for the
current year and then Filter for that CS Section. Now displayed are the hot mix & rock
streets and chip seal streets to be chip sealed, so in the Rehab Record by Year column for
the current year enter CS.
 Chip Seal Streets that have been overlaid. Some chip seal streets have been overlaid
and have been reclassified as Hot Mix & Rock with a 10 year rehabilitation cycle. At 10
years the street could either be overlaid or chip sealed. These Hot Mix and Rock streets
are not included in a CS section. To find candidate streets based on age Filter Pavt Type
column for HM&R, CS section blank, and filter Last Rehab Yr for less than or equal to
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the current year minus 10 (2021-10 = 2010. Now displayed are the chip seal streets with
an overlay that are overdue for rehabilitation. It is suggested to start planning with an
overlay so enter OL in the Rehab Record by Year column for the current year.
Problem Streets: To identify streets needing rehabilitation based on condition Filter the
Rating column for any rating of 5 or less and for blanks Rehab Record by Year column
for the current year. Now displayed are streets needing work based on condition that are
not already scheduled for the current year. You are probably familiar with the poor
streets listed and preliminarily enter work you think is needed in the Rehab Record by
Year column for the current year.
Combine Candidates: Turn off all filters. On the Rehab Record by Year column for the
current year filter to display non blanks, this will list all the candidate projects.

Total Needed Rehabilitation: Refresh the data and look at the totals on the Summations
worksheet, this data is also displayed graphically on the Chart Work by Year. These totals are
the work that is needed in the current year. If adequate budget is in place the work can be
scheduled, if not, the list will need be pared down or scheduled work type adjusted to match the
available budget. Print the listing of streets that need rehabilitation for a field review.

Field Review: The printed listing of candidate streets that need rehabilitation is a general
guide, but a field review of each candidate street is essential to determine the critical nature of
the rehabilitation, and determine the type of rehabilitation that is appropriate. So each candidate
street needs to be driven and evaluated. This is also a good time to note any patching or other
work necessary prior to any rehabilitation. On each street note if the recommended alternative is
appropriate for this year, and if not indicate to delay the work, or list a different rehabilitation.

Office Changes: When the field review is complete make updates to the Inventory work
sheet. This includes any notes made during the field review, as well as changes to the
recommended rehabilitation in the current year Rehab Record by Year column. Refresh the data
and check the totals for each rehabilitation type.

Final Adjustments: The needed rehabilitation usually exceeds the amount of work that can be
accomplished within the available budget. It will probably be necessary to cutback the program.
This is accomplished by deleting the planned rehabilitation in the Rehab Record by Year column
for work that is not considered as essential. It is usually most cost effective in the long term to
perform the preventive maintenance (like chip seal) to prevent streets from deteriorating to a
point where they need more expensive rehabilitation.
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Suggested Calendar
January:
February:
March:

Enter budget records for prior year on the “Budget & Costs” worksheet.
Rate pavement conditions.
Enter gasoline costs on the “Budget & Costs” worksheet.
Make candidate list of street work with filters and check in the field.
Finalize annual work program.

April:

May thru October-Do the planned street work!
November:
December:
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Update inventory with new streets and work performed this year.
Enter cost drivers (street mileage, new homes and population) on the “Budget &
Costs” worksheet.
Enter material and work costs on the “Budget & Costs” worksheet.
Look at “Annual Checklist” worksheet to see that all data has been updated.
Archive the old workbook and rename a new workbook using the save as
command.
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Section 3 Curb Ratings
Concrete curb and curb & gutter is rated Good, Fair, Poor, and Bad

Bad: Bad condition rating is curb that has exceeded useful life by many years. Characteristics
include
Curb is broken into pieces
Curb is broken and out of alignment
Curb has split from the gutter
Gutter is eroded or joint deterioration is wide spread

Bad
Bad

Note joint and gutter
deterioration is widespread
justifying a Bad rating.
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Poor: Poor condition is at or has exceeded useful life. Characteristics include:
More than 20% of curb needs to be replaced
Curb is broken into pieces
Curb is broken but not out of alignment
Joint deterioration of gutter is widespread

Poor
Poor

Fair: Fair condition has numerous defects, but defects can be repaired by replacing less than
20% of the curb. Characteristics include:
Numerous transverse cracks, some of which may be offset.
Some joint deterioration from weathering or D cracking

Older curb with occasional joint
deterioration and less than 20%
replacement necessary justifies a
Fair rating.
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Good: Good condition has few defects except at isolated locations. A few repairs per block
should be all that is necessary to eliminate the defects.
Occasional transverse crack but little deflection or deterioration at the crack.
Occasional sunken area at crossing of a buried line
Occasional blow up at rigid points like storm sewer inlets
Few joint issues

Good curb with joints
starting to deteriorate. If
joint deterioration is
widespread the rating would
be Fair.
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Section 4 Pavement Ratings
Hot Mix Asphalt (HM) and Hot Mix Asphalt with Rock Base (HM&R)
Hot mix asphalt and Hot Mix with Rock Base streets are rated using the 1-10 point PASER
System developed by the University of Wisconsin in Madison Wisconsin. This is a simple
system to visually rate pavement conditions. The PASER Asphalt Roads Manual has been
included in the notebook furnished to the City; additional electronic and printed copies of the
manual may be obtained from the Transportation Information Center at the University of
Wisconsin at http//tic.engr.wisc.edu.
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Chip Seal Streets
Chip Seal streets are rated using the 1-10 point PASER System. However, the PASER system for
chip seal streets is a 1-5 point system, which would have made it difficult to compare conditions
between asphalt and chip seal streets. To make comparisons the 5 point system was converted to
a 10 point system and is described below. Note that an excellent chip seal street is never better
than 9. Also, points are deducted for ride, one point is deducted for rough and two points is
deducted for very rough. In the initial ratings of the City’s chip seal streets no streets were rated
smooth, so at least one point was deducted from the visual pavement rating.
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Distresses on Chip Seal Streets
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Rating of Chip Seal Streets
The extent and severity of each type of distress are used to rate the overall condition. On chip
seal streets distress may gradually worsen or may deteriorate rapidly, depending on the volume
of heavy traffic and weather conditons. The table and the photographs will help you become
familiar with general patterns for each rting. The rating also reflects your judgement on needed
maintenance.
Surface Visible Distresses
General condition and recommended
Surface
Age
maintenance needs.
Rating*
1
No distress, excellent
New surface condition.
9
surface condition
No maintenance required.
Excellent
2-4
Slight surface wear from Good surface condition.
8
traffic. Slight loss of
Little or no maintenance required.
Good
surface aggregate.
Minor flushing.
2-5
Moderate surface wear
Generally good surface condition with few
7
from traffic. Some loss distortions, but some wear is obvious. Some
Good
of surface aggregate and crack filling may be needed.
minor flushing.
3-5
Moderate surface wear
Surface showing wear and minor cracking.
6
and/or flushing. Slight
Minor patching may be necessary.
Good
edge cracking.
Preventative maintenance chip seal may be
Occasional patch or loss needed.
of top layer of seal coat.
5+
Moderate wear or
Surface is starting to show more than minor
5
flushing. Moderate
cracking. Patching or leveling may be needed.
Fair
edge cracking. Some pot A chip seal or overlay with some full depth
holes and/or alligator
patching or rut filling. Reconstruction not yet
cracking.
required.
5+
Sever wear or flushing.
Surface shows numerous alligator cracks, and
4
Moderate to severe edge light rutting. Chip seal or overlay may be
Poor
cracking. Some pot
appropriate with full depth patching and/or
holes and moderate
leveling. Reconstruction may be needed.
alligator cracking.
5+
Sever wear or flushing.
Numerous alligator cracking with rutting
3
Moderate to severe edge indicating that reconstruction is needed.
Poor
cracking and alligator
cracking.
5+
Extensive loss of surface Extensive patching and alligator cracking with
2
sealcoat. Severe edge
rutting would indicate need for reconstruction.
Poor
cracking and/or alligator Ride is poor due to distortions and rutting
cracking.
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Ride: Subtract 1full point for a rough ridge, and two full points for a very rough ride. For
example a new chip seal in excellent condition is rated a 9, if the ride is rough subtract 1 point so
the final rating will be 8.
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Excellent - 9
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Good - 8
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Fair - 6
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Poor - 4
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Failed - 2
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